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ESSAY

Social media has changed the way I communicate, and I am not the only to interact with people or whether they are
using them for work or mostly just for fun.

Snapchat provides universities the unique opportunity of sharing experiences from a wide array of the campus
population. Most of this content is coming from regular people, rather than big, corporate-owned media
organizations. Google changes the way how people find information and solve problems and that they are not
using their brain at its full potential. But what happens if you were to remove one part of the process. Social
media also allow news companies and news stations to get information out to the world within minutes. Kids
gain confidence from interacting with others online, which has long term benefits. Another ability users have
when using Discover is being able to directly share their favorite pieces of content with their Snapchat friends.
Besides cities, live feeds are perfect for sharing events. Random sampling for the survey will give everyone an
equal opportunity in participating in the survey. Facebook on the surface is a socially acceptable networking
site for students and others to connect, share experiences, and meet old friends. It has changed the way we
communicate, the way we learn, and the way we trade. Many of our culture exchanges are learned within our
culture interactions with our family or our peers at work and school. They did not have the level of interest
that social media sites have today. Without a doubt, the answer is yes. It is possible that social media is
helping to raise a generation that will have poor social skills unless they are able to interact strictly online.
There were a few social media opportunities before MySpace came on the scene, but they were not very
memorable and they did not last long. By Soren Gordhamer Soren Gordhamer writes and consults on ways we
can more creatively and effectively use the technologies of our age, including social media. Some people
thought they were great, though, and they used them all the time. Hogarth , pp. How to cite this page Choose
cite format:. You can follow him on Twitter at SorenG.


